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If you love fast-paced mysteries with cats, don&apos;t miss the second book of the popular "Cats

that" series. It&apos;s early spring in Erie, Indiana, and the weather has turned most foul. We find

Katherine "Katz" Kendall, heiress to the Colfax fortune, living in a pink mansion, caring for her three

Siamese and Abby the Abyssinian. Severe thunderstorms frighten the cats, but Scout is better than

any weather app. A different storm is brewing, however, with a discovery that connects great-uncle

William Colfax to the notorious gangster John Dillinger. Why is the Erie Historical Society so eager

to get William&apos;s personal papers? Is the new man in Katherine&apos;s life a fortune hunter?

Will Abra mysteriously reappear, and is Abby a magnet for danger? Four extraordinary felines help

Katz solve a cold case. With over 330  positive reviews, this book is an action-packed page turner.
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From the very beginning, this book was a winner to me. I read the first one, The Cats That Surfed

the Web, and 'got right into' this one. Finished it over the week-end and am really looking forward to

the 3rd one this year. Katz is a great lead character, and any cat lover will love this one.

Writing a bit stilted at times, mystery absolutely secondary to cat antics, and not terribly riveting --



good thing I like cats, something I think a lot of mystery writers count on. I borrowed the first one on

Prime, paid $1.99 for the second, don't think it's worth more than that.

Good for any cat owner or cat lover. Somewhat predictable. It also puts you in mind of another

murder mystery series about a young heiress who relocates to Iowa. But fun and funny. The cat

antics are great!

This writer's "Cat story" is even better than the previous "Cat That Surfed the Web". It is fun, has

two plots going on atthe same time, with clever cats right in the middle of all the action. I liked that

the story included characters, from theprevious book. The ending is a hoot !! I will be watching for a

sequel later.

While I was reading the book I kept checking the % read to see when I would strike the plot. It was

at 82% when I finally realized what the point of the book was. There was no cohesiveness to the

book and it was distracting.

I love cats and am always looking for good cat stories. I found the writing style simplistic and the

extensive dialog was boring and basic and put the book down to move onto another book.

The descriptions of what the cats are like kept me laughing as well as tearing up in remembering the

cute and frustrating things my cats have done over the years. The story was wonderful, fast paced,

full of unusual happenings and with enough interesting characters to keep anyone guessing. I am

looking forward to finding out more about Mark. There was just enough about his history to really

make me want to know more. I have read both books and can't wait for the next.

This is an instance of a book being TOO cozy. The writing is technically adequate, but stylistically

leaves much to be desired. So much possibility with character development and situation

descriptions was simply not fulfilled. The story had much to offer but in most cases, the author did

not provide much depth. I had the first two on my Kindle and erred in reading #2 first - it obviously

continued the story begun in #1. Will read the first just to see if it has more to it than this one. The

involvement of the cats in the plot is OK but I really would have liked to have learned more of the

people and places.
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